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The German habits foreign residents say they can't shake off 

German traits can quickly become part of everyday life after living in the country for 

a while. We asked which habits you just can't shake off, which ones you like - and 

which ones you try to avoid. 

We received a high number of varied and interesting responses to our questionnaire -

thanks to all who took the time to get in touch. We were glad to have the chance to read 

all of your answers. 

What are the most common habits you've picked up from living in Germany? 

Paying in cash, peeing sitting down (at least for our male readers), waiting for the green 

light to cross the road and enjoying different types of food: these are some of the habits 

our readers told us they'd picked up since settling down in the Bundesrepublik. 

Unlike some other places like the Netherlands and Scandinavia, Germany is still not on 

board with paying for everything with a card. And this is a trait our readers found they had 

developed since moving to the country. 

Christopher Rastin, who came from Canada to DUsseldorf in 2013, said: "I almost only pay 

in cash ... the idea of a credit card or EC card to pay for something now seems bizarre, 

whereas it was the only way I paid before." 

Rastin added that paying in cash had made him "much more sensitive to my spending 

habits" and he now has more savings than when he lived in Canada. 

On the topic of Germany's love affair with Barge!d(cash) Laurie Hall, who's from the UK 

and now based in Munich, added: 'This is one I resent only because German shops are 

too stingy to let you pay for anything under €10 with a debit card. And you can forget 

credit cards." 

Crossing the road is a serious business in Germany. If you walk over when there's not a 

green pedestrian light you might face a telling off from a fellow pedestrian or road user -

or even a fine. 


